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Magnetic car holder Dudao F12MAX+ with Qi induction charger,

Magnetic car holder Dudao F12MAX with Qi inductive charger, 15W (black)
Do you often travel by car? Are you looking for a reliable holder that can charge your equipment at the same time? Dudao is something
for you! It provides fast charging, and what's more, it will hold your phone stably. You no longer have to worry about the rapid loss of
energy of your devices. Use navigation, listen to music and enjoy a comfortable trip! 
 
Stable charging
The Dudao F12MAX magnetic car mount with Qi inductive charger is a guarantee of stability and performance on any trip. Offering up to
15 watts  of  power,  it  provides fast  wireless charging to instantly  charge your device.  Strong magnets not  only keep your smartphone
stable, but also ensure that it won't accidentally fall off even during dynamic driving. By choosing the Dudao F12MAX , you are investing
in comfort and reliability.
 
Comfort of use
The  Duado  gadget  provides  exceptional  comfort  while  driving.  The  solid  stand  reliably  adheres  to,  for  example,  the  dashboard  or
windshield, eliminating the risk of unwanted movement while driving. In addition, with the ability to rotate the phone 360°, the user has
the freedom to adjust the viewing angle according to his needs, making it easier to use navigation or call  handling. When you choose
Dudao F12MAX , you are choosing comfort at the highest level.
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	Manufacturer 
	Dudao
	Model 
	F12MAX 
	Color 
	Black 
	Power
	15 W

Preço:

Antes: € 15.006

Agora: € 13.90

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Acessórios Telemóvel, Phone mounts
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